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This Week On The Flying Eye Radio Network’s Music Gumbo
Host Andy Goldfinger Sits Down With Singer-songwriter Jann Klose
"If You're Going To Be Crazy, You Have To Get Paid For It Or Else You're Going To Be Locked Up."
Hunter S. Thompson, American Philosopher

Malibu, California, April 17, 2014 - This week on the Flying Eye Radio Network’s Music Gumbo, host Andy Goldfinger sits down with singer-songwriter Jann Klose.
Known as a versatile singer-songwriter, Klose has released four albums and two EPs as a solo artist. His album Reverie released in 2008 followed by his EP, Sacrifice,
in 2010, both were indie successes. His most recent album, Mosaic has gained him much critical acclaim, being nominated four times at the Independent Music Awards.
Mosaic even entered the Roots Radio charts at #22, above Wilco, Sheryl Crow and Bruce Springsteen, and was on first round ballots for the 2014 GRAMMY Awards in
the categories of Album of the Year and Pop Vocal Album. His music can also be heard in the GRAMMY-nominated Healthy Food For Thought, on MTV Cribs, and in
the movie Dead Broke.
Born and raised in Kenya and Hamburg, Klose's multi-cultural roots lend a unique sound and style to his music that the Washington post describes as a “soaring voice”
that “wins over the listener.” It has even been said by the LA-ist that Jann “can be accurately described as the man chosen to carry on the legacy of great musicians
like Tim Buckley and Paul McCartney.”
Since coming to America as an exchange student in Cleveland, Jann has had much success, having shared the stage with such artists as Brett Dennen, Pete Seeger,
and Les Paul. Klose also found success in the theatre, performing in the touring productions of the Broadway shows Jekyll & Hyde and Jesus Christ Superstar. He even
was cast to portray the Pinball Wizard in The Who’s Tommy. With a strong fan-base, Klose keeps a steady touring schedule around the US, Europe and Asia, playing
about 200 shows a year. Tune in to this week’s addition of Music Gumbo to hear more about this talented artist.
Flying Eye Radio Network is an Internet radio station which began broadcasting in 2007 and now broadcasts across 50 countries, and 49 of our 52 states. Flying Eye
broadcasts the entire spectrum of musical colors, every single type of music is represented on the Flying Eye Radio Network. That includes jazz, rock, hip hop, R & B,
country, rockabilly, and classical are just some of the pieces that make up this musical puzzle. It’s NEW music, live music, and vinyl music. The lines of music are not
blurred they are erased. There is no list, and there is no one telling anyone what to play or what not to play. Flying Eye also features numerous unsigned/independent
artists and we make a concerted effort to ensure their music has a captive audience on a regular basis. Many of these artists are featured on our online store
Flying Eye
Tunes.
We are "The Antidote to Commercial Radio". Each musical week begins on Monday with the FlyLow show hosted by Dusty Street, semi live from the Rock n Roll Hall of
Fame's Alan Freed Studio in Cleveland. Thursday the Flying Eye Radio Network founder and Grand Poohbah, Andy Goldfinger's Music Gumbo offers up a potpourri of
musical comestibles that encompass all the colors in the rainbow, and some that are not. Interviews have included Former Yankee Bernie Williams, Albert Lee, Ian
Hunter, Joe Bonamassa, Rosie Flores, David Lindley, Bill Payne, Kenny Gradney & Paul Barrere (Little Feat), Coco Montoya, Jim Messina, Ozomatli, Billy Vera, Jimmy
Vivino and more…
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